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Problems of Bicycle-Sharing service

1. O-D Heterogeneity

Availability varies widely by time zone

2. High Initial Cost

Psychological Barrier for Registration 

https://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/tp/news/news_id4912.html
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https://www.okayama-u.ac.jp/tp/news/news_id4912.html
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Distribution of available units

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mhKIsGQfQ5WSw2VmsXItz7dhMYFe_L8r/preview


Clustering: KShape(k = 3)

 Spatial Distribution
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Clustering Result
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❖ Model Structure
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Modeling

a: A=True ∧ B=True b: A=True ∧ B=False

c: A=False ∧ B=True d: A=False ∧ B=True

➢ A: using a shared bike between Origin and Station
➢ B: using a shared bike between Station and Destination

WalkCar
Mass Public Transportation

(Train+Bus) Bike Shared Bike

NL Structure
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Model Estimation
❖ Utility Function

Car

Bike

if use Shared Bike

➢ sigmoid(rain-1) : consideration for weather conditions
➢ bikes : number of available bikes

if O or D = home, then cost = 1   
??????

Walk

Mass Public 
Transportation

(Train+Bus)
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Estimation Results



pic：https://onwa-illust.com/material/11271/

Class. A
-not have used ever

Class. B
-have used a few times

Class. C
-already registered for 
subscription

Great resistance for registration→”high cost”
u = βt*time + βc*cost + βic*initial cost + ν

so-so resistance
u = βt*time + βc*cost + ν

no resistance for extra cost→”$0”
u = βt*time  + ν

Perception for the cost changes a lot depending on each person’s past usage.
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Heterogeneity in user - High initial cost

https://onwa-illust.com/material/11271/


Consideration for Endogenous
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Crowdedness
(high demand)

Vacant

Used a lot

“higher probability to be chosen”

Crowdedness provides
 higher utility??

model estimation

No!   Endogenous should
 be considerated!

Generate even
 more demand?



➢ Due to the lack of data, we couldn’t finish constructing useful behavior model.
➢ For example … The amount of data related to bicycle-sharing was too small to descript its choice behavior.

→ We need to accumulate more data on its selection behavior.

➢ Also, there may be some problems in current way of collecting data.

➢ If a detailed model could be built, it would be possible to analyze changes in public transportation choice 
behavior due to the optimization of shared bike port placement and the introduction of shared bikes as 
terminal transportation.

➢ More detailed and thorough data will enable us to construct useful models 
featuring shared bikes.
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Discussion



Thank you for your attention



the number of available bikes
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Consideration of Accuracy: Elbow method

Probability of unavailable port



clustering result 
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Appendix



the number of trip 
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